Abstract.
1. Introduction. The development of numerical integration formulas for stiff as well as highly oscillatory systems of differential equations has attracted considerable attention in the past decade. The reason for this cannot be farfetched, realizing that the mathematical models of physical situations in kinetic chemical reactions, process control and electrical circuit theory often generate systems of ordinary differential equations whose Jacobians have at least one eigenvalue with a very negative real part or very large imaginary part. These two situations are, respectively, described as stiff and highly oscillatory.
Consider the following model problems (11) y' = X(y-c(x)) + c'(x), y{a)=y0, where y(x) 6/?',Aa complex constant with re X< < 0 and c(x) is slowly varying in the finite interval a < x < b; (1.2) z' = l )*' ^) = zo.
with z(x) G R2 and co > > 0, £ a positive constant such that | * 0.
Problem (1.1) has theoretical solution 0-3) y(x) = c(x)+y0eÁX, whose component c(x) is slowly varying in the specified interval while the second component decays rapidly in the transient phase.
The analytic solution to problem (1.2) is given by / a cos cox + ß sin ojx O-4) z(x) = e~t*l \ß cos tjx -a sin cox where a and ß are the arbitrary constants of integration.
The transitory phase for problem (1.1) is of the order of -1/À while that of problem (1.2) is the entire interval of integration with co/2rr complete oscillations per unit interval.
Almost invariably, most conventional numerical integration solvers cannot effectively cope with problems (1.1) and (1.2) as they lack adequate stability characteristics. Any attempt to impose the stability properties will in effect constrain the integration mesh-size to be intolerably small. This may ultimately have adverse effects on the accuracy due to accumulation of roundoff errors. Besides, the computing time and cost may be too excessive. Existing algorithms developed for problems of the type (1.1) can be classified into the following categories:
(i) generalized Runge-Kutta schemes-Lawson [18] ,
(ii) implicit Runge-Kutta scheme-Butcher [5] , (iii) trapezoidal rule with extrapolation-Lindberg [19] , (iv) multiderivative multistep formulas-Enright [7] , (v) backward differentiation multistep formulas-Gear [13] , [14] .
As of now, the most widely used numerical integration code for stiff systems is the class (v) schemes, particularly Gear's DIFSUB [13] , [14] . The method is efficient and reliable provided the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are not close to the imaginary axis where the higher-order schemes exhibit poor stability properties (as evidenced from Example 2). Dahlquist [6] established that neither an explicit linear multistep scheme of any order nor an implicit multistep method of order greater than two can be ,4-stable. He proved that the trapezoidal rule (which of course is not ¿-stable as ytlyt-x -*■ 1 as Xh -► -°°) has the smallest error (±)(1/I2)h3y&. Other schemes which behave better than DIFSUB when the eigenvalues are close to the imaginary axis includes the second derivative multistsp method (Enright [7] ).
As regards problems of the type (1.2), earlier efforts include Gautschi's [12] [9] , [10] . Unfortunately, none of these existing routines has been properly (adequately) put to test for various kinds of oscillatory problems.
In this paper, we propose some two-point numerical integration formulas which effectively cope with systems of ODEs whose characteristics are identical to problems (1.1) and (1.2).
We and Jackson and Kenue [15] have discussed A -stable one-and two-step numerical integration methods, respectively, which are exponentially fitted at infinity. Both schemes ensure exponential fitting by a suitable choice of a free parameter. This approach was further extended to construct a stiffly stable kstep method of order k + 2 in Enright [7] .
We shall construct from both Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) explicit one-step numerical integration formulas of fixed order four which possess adequate stability and convergent characteristics to cope with both stiff and highly oscillatory systems of ordinary differential equations. For linear systems the interpolating functions are global in the sense that the stiffness/oscillatory matrices have constant entries which are determined by solving a set of linear equations at the first step of the integration procedure. The implicit scheme proposed in Fatunla [11] is further developed using the interpolating function (1.7). The need to solve nonlinear equations for the stiffness/oscillatory parameters is eliminated. 'fiji'n, + 'n2)
In the event that a component of the stiffness/oscillatory matrix ('Í2X say) does vanish, by L'Hospital's rule, the corresponding component of <i> specified by (2.10) is obtained as (2.12)
'»«'IÇ1*, and the resultant integration formula is given by (2.13) 'yH+\ = hH + h'fn + dn2lh + /*)# >.
We now discuss the case of the complex interpolating function (1.7). The components of the oscillatory/stiffness matrices £2t and £2X are, respectively, given as follows:
(2.14) /«j = x + ai, and (2.15) /i2î=X-to, for some real numbers X,u. By imposing the same constraints on (1.7) as on (1.6), we still obtain the integration formula (2.7) but now with the components 'R, 'S of R and S, respectively, given by (3.4) and (3.6) were to be meaningful, it is desirable that
and (3.9) í£'=/í21ín2J í=l(l>n.
Equations (3.4) and (3.6) can now be expressed as an m pair of linear equations <3-10) " " " for/=!(!>«.
These m pairs of equations can be readily solved for 'D and 'E by Cramer's rule to give
The numerical values obtained for 'D and 'E can be substituted in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) to generate the oscillatory/stiffness parameters as
and (3.14) 'Í22 = % + *D.
The complex interpolation formula (1.7) is adopted if in (3.13), the following relationship holds:
Equations ( Proof. Since A is a real matrix, and if X is an eigenvalue of A, so is X. Hence, we can find a unitary matrix U such that U~lA U = G, where G is a diagonal matrix with entries (Xj, X1; X2, X2, . . . , Xr, Xr, jU|, p2, . . . , ßs). Here each ¡i is real and 2r + s = n. We further consider the application of the integration formula (2.7) to test problem (4.1) for the case when the stiffness/oscillatory parameter is imaginary. Thus, R(X, u) and S(X, u) used in the integration formula (2.7) to the test problem e~01x +e-50x.
e~50x _|_ e-120x
The new explicit scheme performs better than the DIFSUB [13] , [14] and the blended DIFSUB [24] . Details of the numerical results are given in Table 7 .1. blended DIFSUB 10"'0 (12) (1001) (2917) (5580) (21 for both DIFSUB and the blended DIFSUB as can be seen from Table 7 .2. This problem is contained in the test batch recommended by Bjurel et al. [4] , and was also considered in Lambert [16] . In addition, it is solved with the blended DIFSUB [24]. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian to (7. , /-io-5 100 \ /o\ The system (7.6d) was solved with the explicit formulas in the range 0 < x < 4Û7T which corresponds to 20 orbits of the point y(x). The integration was performed using uniform mesh-sized h = tt/4, 7r/5, ïï/6, 7r/9, and 7r/12. Two sets of numerical results were generated: In the first set, the oscillatory/stiffness parameters are obtained once at the first step of integration, while in the second set, the oscillatory parameters are evaluated at every step of integration.
The same problem was solved with the symmetric multistep method of Lambert and Watson [17] as well as the Störmer-Cowell five-step multistep formula [24] (both of order 6) yn+s-2yn+4+yn+3 (7.6e) n ■ 240 (18/" + * + 209/« + 4 + 4/« + 3 + Wn+2 -6/" + 1 +/").
The exact distance from the origin t(x) is given by (7.6c), and the approximate distance is t = \/(ly2 + 3y2) at x = 407r. All the solutions generated by the new scheme spiral outward in agreement with the theoretical solution as well as Lambert's scheme, whilst the first three values generated by Störmer-Cowell scheme spiral inward. 8. Concluding Remarks. The proposed explicit scheme (2.7) and (2.13) is considered to be more efficient and accurate than the DIFSUB and the blended DIFSUB for linear stiff systems of ordinary differential equations. It is equally efficient for highly oscillatory systems as it is capable of admitting fairly large mesh-size and still maintains high degree of accuracy. The major drawback is the need to generate higher-order derivatives, but automatic generation of higher-order derivatives is practicable for an extensive range of problems. The proposed scheme being one-step readily
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